Holograms are recorded by a 514-nm laser polarized parallel to the molecular director in an azo-dye-doped nematic liquid crystal. For some surface treatments, the recorded holograms persist in the dark. For glass surfaces, exposure to light polarized normal to the molecular director erases the hologram. The hologram also vanishes when the sample is heated across the nematic to isotropic phase transition but reappears when the sample is cooled back to the nematic phase. The dynamics and strength of this effect depend strongly on the surface treatment of the sample cell.
surface treatment of the sample cell.
We discuss real-time holography in the nematic liquid crystal 4'-pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (PCB) doped with 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene2Lcarboxylic acid (Methyl Red). The nematic liquid crystal is aligned by surface forces at the sample cell walls. The holographic effect is based on photodriven surface alignment effects. In our experiments, these walls are glass either uncoated or coated with a polymer film. Holograms are due to two effects: surface memory of molecular alignment and azo-dye-driven liquid-crystal reorientation. Surface memory reflects the interaction of the liquid-crystal molecules with dye molecules on the inner surface of the cell. Reorienting dye molecules at the surface results in a stable reorientation of the liquid-crystal director. Surface-memory effects are investigated by Clark.' His research suggests that a hydrophilic polymeric coating such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has no surface-memory effect, whereas a hydrophobic polymeric coating, such as polyimide, retains a surface memory of liquid-crystal phase. The use of azo dyes to control liquid-crystal orientation is reported by Gibbons et al., who use a thin azo-dye-doped silicon polyimide copolymer as a cell wall for a pure liquid-crystal sample. Rotation of azo-dye molecules by laser beams causes a twist in liquid-crystal orientation. 2 Eich et al. report permanent holograms in polymeric liquid crystals that contain azobenzene mesogenic groups. 3 These holograms are due to the local reorientation of liquid crystals by cis-trans isomerization in the azobenzenes. We have previously reported transient holograms in azo-dye-doped nematic liquid crystals in PVA-coated cells. 4 In this Letter we describe permanent and metastable liquid-crystal holographic effects that are governed by surface memory.
The effects described here differ from those described in Ref. 4 as a result of different cell surface preparations. In our previous report, the cell walls are coated with PVA. This surface treatment results in a rigid surface interaction. In PVA-coated samples, the azo-dye-driven reorientation of the liquid crystals decays quickly in the dark. In the experiments reported here, we use both uncoated and polymer-coated glass substrates for cell walls. For uncoated glass surfaces, recorded holograms persist in the dark and across phase transitions but can be erased by changing the recording polarization.
Polymer coatings such as polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and polyimide result in irreversible holograms. The importance of surface effects is emphasized by the presence of multiple diffraction orders and the lack of Bragg selectivity in the recorded holograms. Surface-mediated liquid-crystal alignment has been the subject of intensive investigation. 5 7 Two types of surface treatment are common: prepared in this way display a dichroism for light polarized parallel to and perpendicular to the rubbing direction, consistent with strong liquid-crystal alignment. Anisotropic absorption measurements indicate that the azo-dye molecules align parallel to the liquid-crystal director. A hologram is recorded in the sample using a pair of Ar laser beams at 514-nm polarized parallel to the rubbing direction. (The holograms recorded using the orthogonal polarization in uncoated glass substrates are relatively weak.) The recording angle is 7°, and the recording intensity of each beam is -40 mW/cm 2 . A 633-nm He-Ne laser beam is used to probe the recorded hologram. Figure 1 shows the decay of the recorded holograms after the recording beams are turned off for uncoated glass cell walls, PMMA-coated walls, PVC-coated walls, and polyimide-coated walls. The starting point in each case is the saturation diffraction efficiency. The decaying process consists of a fast process and a slow process. The fast-process time scale is tens to hundreds of seconds, and that of the slow process is several hours. For PVA-coated samples, recorded holograms decay in a few milliseconds in the dark.
The
To confirm the liquid-crystal basis for the effect, we monitor the diffracted signal as the sample is heated from the nematic phase at 21'C to the isotropic phase (-35°) and also as it cools from the isotropic to the nematic phase. Figure 2 shows the diffraction efficiency as a function of time during a heating and cooling cycle around the transition temperature between the nematic and isotropic phases. The sample cell used in this experiment has uncoated glass cell walls. The diffracted signal starts to decrease as the sample temperature approaches T 0 , the critical transition temperature from the nematic to the isotropic phase. The diffracted signal begins to fade away completely as soon as the sample temperature reaches T, and the nematic phase transforms into the isotropic phase. The complete erasure occurs in a few minutes. The phase transition itself occurs in -1 s. As cooling starts, no diffracted signal is observed until the sample temperature approaches T 0 . The diffracted signal increases rapidly at the transition point from the isotropic phase to the nematic phase. Again the phase transition takes roughly a few seconds, and the original diffraction efficiency is restored in a few minutes. This erasing-recalling by a heating-cooling cycle is repeated many times with the same recovery. This result is particularly interesting because, as we discuss below, the hologram can be erased optically. Similar results for hologram erasure and recovery are observed for the permanent holograms recorded in polymer-coated samples.
Holograms are erased in our uncoated glass-wall samples by changing the polarization of the recording Ar beams. The recording of holograms in a fresh sample is slow in the initial few cycles. After recording for several minutes with 514-nm beams polarized parallel to the rubbing direction, the holographic effect saturates. If we then illuminate the hologram with light polarized normal to the rubbing direction, the hologram decays. After the first few cycles, this effect takes place with time constants of a few seconds. We have repeated the recording and erasing cycle over a thousand times without signs of fatigue. Figure 3 shows the 633-nm signal diffracted into the first order during such a series of recording and erasing cycles. The arrows indicate the start of recording with parallel polarization and the start of erasing with normal polarization.
In this experiment, the recording intensity is 34 mW/cm 2 , and the angle between two recording beams is 7°. The characteristic response time for recording is several tens of seconds, and the characteristic decay time for erasing is a few seconds. The saturation diffraction efficiency for the parallel polarization is 2.5%.
We believe that the holographic effects which we observe are due to several steps. The azo-dye molecules move from the trans to the cis state. Either by a direct effect or by stochastic migration in relaxing back to the trans state, the azo dyes change their alignment relative to the rubbing direction. Because the absorption for azo dyes aligned normal to polarization of the recording fields is weak, molecules in this orientation decouple from the recording process. The second element of hologram formation is the alignment of the liquid crystal with the azo-dye molecules. 2 Of course, for the hologram to be stable, either the azo dye or the liquid crystal must bond with the surface in the new orientation. This bonding step apparently does not occur in PVA. Bonding is strong with PMMA and polyimide and weaker on uncoated glass. Surface contaminants or adsorption of the liquid crystal or azo dye presumably play a role in the effects observed with clean glass. Holograms recorded on glass are unique in the presence of the next possible step, optical erasure of the hologram.
To confirm further the interaction of the azo dye and the liquid crystal in recording the hologram, we examined the kinetics of the birefringence of the uncoated substrate sample when it was subjected to a strong pumping field. An uncoated glass sample is set between two crossed polarizers, with the rubbing direction parallel to the second polarizer. A 633-nm probe passes through the first polarizer, strikes the sample in the polarization normal to the rubbing direction, and is detected after the second polarizer. Neither the azo dye nor the liquid crystal absorbs at 633 nm. The pump is at 514 nm and is absorbed by the azo dye but not by the liquid crystal. The intensity of the pump is 100 mW/cm 2 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the probe signal increases as the pumping beam is switched to the parallel polarization. Reorientation of azo dye together with liquidcrystal molecules is responsible for the process.
When we switch the polarization to the perpendicular, the detected probe signal decays back to the initial value. This experiment indicates that we have a reversible optical means of reorientating nematic liquid crystals. If we block the parallel polarized Ar pumping beam at the peak point of the birefringence signal of the He-Ne laser beam, the monitored signal decays. However, it never decays back to the initial value but rather remains at approximately one third of the peak value. A clear correlation exists between the holographic effect observed in Fig. 3 and the photodriven birefringence. Further evidence of the involvement of the liquid crystals in these processes is provided by monitoring the dichroism. We monitor a polarized N 2 laser beam at 337 nm with a polarization either parallel to or perpendicular to the rubbing direction. We observe changes consistent with liquid-crystal reorientation in the transmitted 337-nm signal as the 514-nm pump polarization is rotated.
Optical control of liquid-crystal alignment is of potential interest in optical data storage and switching. Although a number of issues, such as the maximum sensitivity and speed and the possibility of volume effects, remain to be resolved, the simplicity of the materials and the possibility of additional electro-optic modulation suggest that reversible metastable liquid-crystal holograms may be of practical interest. Further exploration of surface-binding effects and materials systems will be key to developing this interest.
